MODERN LOW PROFILE LIGHTWEIGHT TRAILER FOR TOWING

ULTRALIGHT FIBREGLASS BODY

AIRBEAM
COTTONTENT
TENT

ENCLOSED LARGE DOUBLE BED
WITH FOAM MATTRESS

LARGE SPACIOUS LIVING AREA

DESIGN
If you're not as mobile as you used to be or are a seasoned camper feed up with faffing about
with framework, the Airbeam inflatable tent will make life easy again. Meanwhile, the offground sleeping, luxury mattress and sealed bedroom will let you sleep in comfort and bug-free
for those who want to get into camping without going completely back to basics.
Designed from the start with ease and comfort in mind, the new Campmaster Air is intended to
open the joys of Trailer Tent camping to a new group of people. Combining the ease and
simplicity of an inflatable tent with an ultra-compact, lightweight trailer. Whether you're novice
campers or uncertain about towing the Campmaster Air will give you the gentlest introduction
to both worlds and ensure you happily keep coming back for more

TRAILER
As one of the most compact and lightweight tent trailers
available, the Campmaster Air's minimal side profile mean
side winds and snaking are simply not an issue and at only 1
metre wide you have no worries about going wide around
bends or the trailer cutting corners. It will stay within the
wheel tracks of the car in all but the tightest of Alpine
hairpins.
The miniature dimensions mean there is no vision obstruction and its extreme low weight make
for pleasurable towing and mean any modern road car will deal with hills with ease. Novice
towers will find the Campmaster easy to handle and experienced towers will feel a burden lifted.

MULTIPURPOSE
Although the Campmaster AIR is predominantly a
full blown trailer tent, by removing 4 bed bolts you
have a fully functional 600 Ltr luggage trailer for a
multitude of uses.
The price also includes the Airbeam tent- original
inner tent and storage bag so you can use the tent on
its own if required.

STORAGE WHEN NOT IN USE
The minimal dimensions also mean minimal
storage and the fibre-glass body can never rot
or corrode. With care its suitable for outside
storage, or otherwise will take up minimal
space in the garage, the Campmaster is durable,
weatherproof and almost maintenance free.
There are also an end storage bracket and an
outdoor storage cover available as optional
extras

TENT
The starting point for the Campmaster Air is a specially
modified version of an Airbeam tent from one of the
market leaders. Specially selected for its high quality
polycotton outer which combines warmth, breathability and
durability. The traditional feel canvas ensures the
Campmaster remains cool and comfortable on warmer days
and combines with the sealed groundsheet and cotton inner
to retain heat through the night. Complete with built in
canopy the tent has only 4 inflatable beams so pitching
couldn't be easier.
The price includes the innertent and bag so you can use the
Airbeam as a proper tent.

BEDROOM AREA
One of the key attractions of Trailer Tents over 'basic' camping is
sleeping off the ground on a warm, soft bed. And so the
Campmaster Air delivers with a full double 4' 6" bed on luxury
foam which cushions and insulates. Set in a zip sealed inner tent
with steep, vertical walls which ensure the Campmaster bedroom
never feels claustrophobic and made from thick natural cotton to
retain heat and remain snug.
There are no mid-night stumbles across the campsite with the
Campmaster Air with a bedside toilet chamber and private dressing
room next to the bedroom.
To increase comfort and storage within the tent there are several optional extras such as bed
skirt pockets, memory foam topper and divider walls with mirror etc.

LIVING AREA
Sealed, cosy, draft-proof and carpeted - at night the
tent living area is a cosy, private haven for 2 people
with space for table and chairs. But pull back the
window covers and find yourself surrounded by light
in a bright and airy living space for during the day.
Later on, sit out under the canopy for BBQs on sunny
evenings and drinks on starry nights.

Looking for more space an optional extension to
enclose the front canopy is also available to purchase.
Almost doubling the living areas available.

STORAGE
Once erected the lid of the trailer becomes an
easy to access and ample storage space for
clothes, equipment and any camping essentials
required for your trip. The optional skirt gives
plenty of handy pockets for storage as well as
finishing the trailer body off

Using the optional
divider wall this gives
a private area perfect
for a portable toilet
and changing area.

SPECIFICATIONS
Overall Length
240cm
Without drawbar
159cm
Overall Width
100 cm
Net Weight
150 Kg
( Campmaster Air Basic Model )
Net Weight
165 Kg
( With Carpet, Footprint, Spare wheel and
Carrier and PVC Underskirt and divider )
Gross weight 250/300 Kg
PACKAGE DEAL
Save even more when buying your Campmaster Air Trailer Tent..
Spare Wheel -- Spare Wheel Carrier – 3 Socket Mains Kit – Footprint Groundsheet
Awning Rug – Bottom Skirt – Side Toilet Curtain with Mirror
All the above are available as an extra Discounted package deal
( Only available at time of purchase of your Campmaster Air Trailer Tent )
See main Pricelist for prices and details
ACCESSORIES
Internal light with switch -- End storage bracket -- Memory Foam Topper
Suspension upgrade to 300kgs -- Extension awning -- Swivel hitch
Heavy Duty canvas storage cover
See main Pricelist for details and prices
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